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ENERGYFACTSHEET
Heat Pumps for Residential
Heating and Cooling
Some Questions and Answers
Larry W. Turner
Extension Agricultural Engincer
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WHAT IS A HEAT PI,IMP?
A heat pump is an electrically-ponered refrigerationcycle device which is capableofproviding both heating and
cooling to a residence.In the sumrrcr, it operateslike an air
conditioner by "moving" heat from inside the house to the
outside. In the winter, the refrigerant flow is reversed,
"moving" heat into the house by further chilling the already cold outside air and transferring the heat gained in
tlrc processto the inside.
HOW DOES A HEAT PI,'MP WORK?

ECO{IOI|ICS''.H' O€VELOPME]IT

When a heat pump is used for heating a home, the
refrigerant flow is reversed.The indoor coil now becomes
the condenserand the outdoor coil becomesthe evaporator
(Figure 2). In this mode heat is picked up from the outdoor
air by the refrigerant and is moved to the space to be
heated. Even though the outdoor air may be OoFor lower,
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A heat pump works according to the sameprinciples
as refrigerators or air conditioners. In a refrigerator, for
example, heat is rejected from inside the refrigBratorto the
surrounding air. On older models you can actually see the
condensercoil on the outside. It is hot wtren the unit is
running becauseheat from inside is being rejected through
this condensercoil.
The basic components of any such system are a
compressor, evaporator coils, condenser coils, expansion
valve or mOtering device, and a reversingvalve. Figure I
shows how the components work together in the cooling
cycle of a heat pump. Warm indoor air passesover the
indoor evaporator coils and gives up heat to the refrigerant
causing the refrigerant to change from a liquid to a cool
vapor, or "evaporate". The compressor then pumps the
vapor, increasingits pressureto make a hot, high-pressure
vapor. When this hot vapor passesthrough the outdoor condenser coil, heat is given off to the air and the vapor
condensesto form a liquid. This hot high pressureliquid
passes through an expansion valve, which reduces the
pressure,cooling the liquid. The cool liquid refrigerant then
passesback through the evaporator and returns to a vapor
fornl continuing the cycle. Thus, heat has been moved
from inside the house to outside, cooling the inside space.
The enerry required to operate the cycle is the electrical
energy which powers the compressorand fans.
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Figure l.-Heat

pump cyclc for cooting.

there is still some heat available. Since the refrigerant
vaporizesat a very low temperature, some of this heat from
the outdoor air can be added to the refrigerant. The
compressorpressurizesthe cool vapor, which warms it to a
usable temperature for spaceheating. Return air is warmed
as it passesover the inside condensercoil, and the refrigerant continues through the cycle.
HOW IS HEAT PT,JMPCAPACITY RATED?
Heat pumps are rated according to their cooling and
heating capacities in BTU's per hour. The capacities for

move the refrigerant through the system, since it is less
dense.The S-shapedcurve indicatescapacity.The straight
line representsthe change in heat loss of a typical house
with temperature. The balance point is where the heat
pump capacity is equal to the househeat loss. At outside
temperaturesbelow the balancepoint additionalheat must
be provided beyond that available from the heat pump if
the houseis to be kept at the desiredtemperature.
Cooling capacity is also variable with outdoor
temperature,althoughnot as severely,asshownin Figure4.
The variation is less becauseof the smaller temperature
range over which the heat pump operatesin cooling. Heat
pump cooling capacity is rated at 95oF outdoor air
temperaturefor the condensercoil.
Cooling capacity may also be expressedin tons.
Before the era of mechanicalrefrigeration,ice wasusedas a
cooling medium. A ton of ice melting in 24 hours will
absorb heat at the rate of 12,000 BTU/hr. Thus, a heat
pump which can remove heat at the rate of 12,000 BTU/hr
is referredto ashavinga capacityof one ton.
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Figure 2.-Heat pump cycle for heating.

heating and cooling are different. They also vary with outdoor temperature. Heating capacities are rated at 47oF
outdoor or condenserair temperature for a standardrating
and alsoat l7"F outdoor air temperaturefor an application
rating. Figure 3 shows the variation of capacity of a typical
heat pump with outdoor temperature. As the outdoor
temperaturedecreases,
the heatingcapacity decreases.
This
is due to the fact that there is less heat availablein the air
which causesthe evaporator refrigerant pressureto drop,
decreasing the gas density of the refrigerant. Since the
refrigprant is less dense, fewer pounds are circulated
through the system and less heat can be moved. Efficiency
decreasesalso with decreasing outdoor temperature, although it does not drop as rapidly as capacity. This is
becauseat the lower temperaturesless work is required to

HOW IS THE EFFICIENCY OF A
IIEAT PT.JMP
EVALUATED?
There are severalmethods of measuringheat pump
efficiency. One is the Energy Efficiency Ratio, or EER. The
EER is commonly used asa measureof the performanceof
air conditioners.Since a heat pump acts as an air conditioner when on the cooling cycle, it may also be rated using
the EER. The EER is simply the number of useful BTU's of
cooling capacity for every watt of electrical energy input
requiredto drive the compressorand fans.For example,if a
heat pump is operating on the cooling cycle with a capacity
of two tons of refrigeration (24,000 BTU/hr) and is consuming 3,120 watts per hour, includingpower for fans,the
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EER would be:

24'oooBTU'/hr=
7.7
' lBTulwatt
3,120watts/hr
The higher the EER, the more efficient is the unit.
The measure of heat pump efficiency in the heating
cycle which has been used for nxlny years is the coefficient
of performance, COP. This rating is similar to the EER,
except that the comparisonis entirely basedon BTtPs. To
determine the COP of a heat pump, the following formula
can be used:
BTU's usefulenerry pumped
.^D
L v r _ :@
To convert the energyinput to the compressorand fans to
BTLfs, we must multiply the wattageby 3.412 BTU's/watt.
Thus:
BTU/hr capacity
=

COP

Unit wattagex3.412 BTUiwatt
For example,if a heat pump operatingat a 40o outdoor
temperature
hasa heatingcapacityof 25,000BTU/hr(asin
3,660wattsperhour,the COP
Figure3) andis consuming
wouldbe:

25,000BTU/hr
3,660watts/hrx3.412 BTU/watt

= 2.0

When electric resistanceheat is used, it generates
3.413 BTtIs of heat for eachwatt. Therefore,the COPof a
resistanceheater is one (1.0) and can never be any higher.
Electric resistanceheat is produced by the resistance
of a coil or wire to the flow of electricity. For example,the
heat produced by electric baseboardheaters,the coils on
your electric range,or by your toasteris resistance
heat. In
an electric furnace using resistanceheat, air is blown across
the coils to warm the air. If the COP of the heat pump in
this exampleis comparedwith that of resistanceheat, it is
apparent that the heat pump is more efficient. Under the
operatingconditionsevaluated,the heat pump produces2.0
times as much heat energy as an electric resistanceheater
of the samewattage.

Although the heat pump performancelooks attractive
at 40oF, the COP will drop as outdoor temperaturedrops.
However, it will not fall off as rapidly as the capacity curve
of Figure 3, sincepower input also decreases.Figure 5 indicatesthe variation of COPwith outdoor temperature.Note
that at some point the heat pump is no more efficient than
an electric resistanceheater in producing useful heat,
although this point is near the extreme on the scale of
winter temperature.

PERFORMANCE
FACTOR?
WHATIS TTIESEASONAL
performance
factor (SPF)of a heat
The seasonal
pump is an expressionof efficiencyof the unit similarto
the COP.The differenceis that the SPFis calculatedover
the total heatingseasonand includesthe portion of the
heat.This
heatsuppliedthroughbackupelectricresistance
has the effect of loweringthe SPFfrom what it would be
with a heatpumpalone.The SPFvariesfrom slightlyabove
heat)up to typicallynot more
1.0 (nearelectricresistance
andmaintenance
upon the installation
than 2.0, depending
SPF
of the unit. Althoughdifficult to estimate,the average
of a well installedsystemis probablyin the rangeof 1.7 2.0. An SPFof 1.7wouldprovide70%moreBTU'sof heat
heat
output for the electricalenergyinput than resistance
alone.This would be a savingsof 40Voof the total energy
used.Of course,the SPFwill vary with the severityof the
winter, insulationlevel,quality of construction,type of
houseandthe quality of installation.
FI.]NCTIONAS EFFECTIVELY
DOESA HEAT PT.]MP
IN THE NORTH AS IN THE SOUIH?
No. The more severethe winters.the lower the SPF
will be. This is dueto the fact that the COPof a heatpump
as outdoor air temperaturedecreases,
and the
decreases
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Figure 4.-Typical variation of heat purnp cooling capacity with outdoor temperature.
This resembles the cooling curve of an equally sized air conditioner.
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Figure 5.-Typical variation of COP with outdoor temperature. The COP is a
measune of a heat pump's efficiency compared to electric resistance heat.

supplementary resistance heat must be used a larger
percentageof time.
WIIY DO I NEED ELECTRIC RESISTANCE
HEAT WITHA HEAT PUMP?
Heat pumps are usually sized for the air conditioning
load, since it is generallysmaller than the heating load. The
reasonfor sizing the unit basedon the smallerload is that
the moisture levelsin the home can be better controlled in
the summerif the heat pump operatesover longer periods
to cool the home rather than providing relatively short
blasts of cold air. Since the unit is sized for the smaller
load, some form of supplementaryheat must be provided
to boost the heating capacity for winter operation;
although often a majority of heating hours fall in the range
where the heat pump alone can meet the heating requirements.
The capacity of a given heat pump will drop with
outdoor temperature,asshownin Figure3. If the heat load
curve of the house is superimposed on the heat pump
capacity curve as in Figure 3, it can be noted that at some
point the curvesintersect.At this point the househeat loss
is equal to the heat pump capacity. This is known as the
balancepoint. Below this point supplementaryheat must
be provided,usually in the form ofelectric resistance
heat.
Recommendedpractice is to add the supplementary
resistanceheat in two or three stagesor stepsas outdoor
temperaturedropsbelow the balancepoint. For example,if
the balancepoint is at 32oF, the systemmight be designed
so that the first stage (one third of total) would activate
slightly below the balancepoint, the secondstagein 22oF,

and the third at 12"F. This would maintain the environment in the houseuntil outsidetemperaturewas down to a
desigr temperatureof 2oF. The first stageis generallycontrolled by the indoor thermostat.The other two stagesare
controlled by thermostats which senseoutdoor temperature.
Although the above practice is strongly recommended,often the method of installationis to tie all stages
togetherto the indoor thermostatso that the entire bank of
resistanceheat is activatedif the heat pump cannot warm
the home. This will not allow the overallsystemto operate
as efficiently sincethe total resistance
heaterbank is called
for more frequently. By following the recommendedpractice of stagingthe resistanceheat in two or three stages,
which dependon outdoor thermostatsaswell as the indoor
thermostat, less cycling should be observed,an increased
comfort level should be maintained.and the cost of operation will be lowered.

CAT{ OPERATING A HEAT PI.IMP ON TIIE
HEATING CYCLE DURING PERIODS OF
WARM WEATHER DAMAGE TTIE I.JNIT?
Yes! A heat pump has a maximum outdoor temperature abovewhich it shouldneverbe operatedon the heating
cycle. Typically, the rangeis 7Oo-75"F.The manufacturer's
literature should be checkedto find the exact temperature.
High outdoor temperatureresults in high evaporatorpressurewhich increasesgasdensity and flow rate. This causes
the compressorto work harder and it may overloadwhen
operatedabovethe specifiedtemperature.

WHY DOES TIIE AIR FROM A HEAT PI.]MP
SYSTEM FEEL COOLER THAN TTIAT
MY OLD FI,'RNACE PROVIDED?
A conventional oil or gasfurnace, which burns fuel to
produce heat, raises the temperature of the air culculated
over the heat exchanger to a reldtively higher level than
does a heat pump system. The conventional fumace typically delivers l40oF air when the thermostat calls for heat,
compared to 90o-100"F air from the condenseron the heat
pump systern Since the l40oF air is obviously hot and
brings the house temperature up rapidly, the furnace may
run for a very short period of time, dependingupon the
heat need. The heat puhp, in contrast, increasingthe
temperature of the recirculated air in the house only
20o-30oF,tends to feel cooler as the unit sraduallv adds
heat to the home.
IS CHECKING AIR FILTERS IMPORTANT?
Yes! Airflow in the heating cycle of a heat pump is
critical to maintenance free operation of the unit. If air
flow is reduced due to dirty filters, worn fan motor belts,
air returns covered or blocked, or other causes,problems
will develop. Reduced air flow causesthe condensercoil
(the inside coil on the heating cycle) to overheat. This
causes the compression ratio to increase and can cause
problems in the compressor and also can tend to break
down the lubricating oil. The potential compressor problems include a higher amperage draw and thus a higher
electric bill and also overheatingof the motor windings,
which can destroy the compressorif left for long periods.
The problems will not be readily apparent, either, due to
the fact that warmer than normal air will be circulated to
the space,rather than cooler air, in this situation. To avoid
these problems filters should be checked and cleaned or
replacedoften.
CAN DUCT WORK BE A PROBLEM IN
MAINTAIMNG AIRFLOW?
Yes. The ducts must be sized so that proper air
quantities can be maintained. If existing duct work is too
small, it must be replaced to allow for the airflow needed.
Long lengths of duct work not contained within the heated
spacecan be a big sourceofheat loss.Theseshould be vrell
insulated to reduce that heat loss. Performancecan suffer
geatly if ducts in an attic, crawl spaceor unheated basement are not properly insulated. In addition, the duct work
should be as air-tight as possible. Any air leakage can
increaseheat loss and adverselyaffect heat pump performance.

HOW MUCH AIRFLOW SHOULD BE PROVIDED?
The correct amount of airflow is the amount which
will heat or cool the spaceadequatelywithout being drafty
and keep the equipment operating within safe reliability
limits. The fan should be sized to provide air-flow in the
range of 400450 CFM/ton. Drafts may be noticeable above
450 CFM/ton. kss than 350 CFM/ton could causecompressor problems in the heating cycle and coil freeze-upin
the cooling cycle.
Sometimes drafts are created even with proper air
flow due to improper register type or location. If the
primary function of the heat pump is heating, high wall
locations for air returns should be avoided if possible.
Drafts can be created and the heat pump will not operate
quite as efficiently as when it draws cooler air along the
floor.
WHY DOES MY OUTSIDE I.JNIT SEEM TO
*STEAM'OR
"SMOKE''?
During the heating season when outdoor temperatures are below 45oF, frost or ice may periodically build up
on the outdoor coil. When frost accumulatesin the coil, the
amount of air passing oyer the coil is reduced and the
finned surface is insulated by the frost, cutting down on
heat transfer. This reducesefficiency. When the efficiency
is affected enough to reduce capacity appreciably,the frost
must be removed.This is done automaticallyby reversing
the flow of the refrigerant and temporarily operating in the
cooling cycle. During this cycle, operation of the reversing
valve can be heard, the outdoor fan will stop, the compressor will continue to run and water may drain away from the
base pan of the outside unit. After the hot refrigerant
which is circulated through the outside coil has melted the
frost, the unit will automatically resumea normal heating
function. When the outdoor fan restarts, a puff of steam
may be blown from the outdoor unit. This is due to water
left on the outdoor coil by the melting frost.
Since cool air will be blown into the room during the
defrost cycle, one stage of the electric heater is usually
energizedto maintain the air temperature.
WHAT IS THE EMERGENCY IIEAT SWITCH
ON THE THERMOSTAT?
If a heat pump fails when the outdoor temperatureis
above that required to energize the backup resistance
heaters,heat will not be supplied to the conditioned space
until the thermostats close. In this situation, a manual
switch will bring on the electric strip heatersand locla out
compressor operation. The system should be operated in
this mode only until the heat pump unit can be serviced.

HOT{ IMPORTANT IS TTIE LOCATION AND
INSTALLATION OF THE OUTDOOR TJNIT?
Several factors will influence the placement of the
outdoor unit. The unit should be sheltered from prevailing
winds. Air recirculation should be avoided.This will reduce
efficiency and could cause defrost problems. A common
causeis an overheadobstruction ofair flow such as locating
the unit under a porch. The air blowing out the top of the
unit tends to deflect off the ceiling and is drawn back
through the fan.
The unit should be placed so that water can drain
from the coil on a defrost cycle. It is possiblethat ice could
build up on the unit so that a normal defrost cycle would
be ineffective. To allow for proper air flow, drifting snow
should also be prevented if possible. The unit should be
checkedperiodically during the winter to make sure there is
no ice or snow buildup restricting air flow.
Noise could be a problem if the unit is located near a
bedroom. Also, it should be closeenoughto the house to
minimize the length of connections between the outdoor
and indoor units.

WHAT ABOUT MGHTTIME SETBACK
OF TTIETHERMOSTAT?
It is not recommended
for heatpumpsystems.Some
enerrycanbe savedthroughnightsetback(about8-l0Vo)n
In the caseof a heatpump,however,
mostheatingsystems.
a problemariseswhenthe thermostatis turnedback up in
tlrc mornings.The thermostatwill sensethat the temperature is not risingrapidlyenough.Thiswill thenactivatethe
electric resistanceheat and thereforereducethe heating
efficiency, negatingthe positive effects of reducingthe
thermostatsetting.
CAT{ZONEHEATING BE INCORPORATED
INTO A HEAT PT,JMP
SYSTEM?
It is possible,but only if separate
units areusedfor
eachzone.Sinceheat pumpsare so dependenton air flow,
the registers
in eachroomcannotbe shutoffindividually or
performancewill be affected.The use of tuo heatpump
units can allow for individual control ,in two zones,but
might involveadditionalinitial expense.Howver, in some
two-story or ramblingtype houses,the reductionin the
duct work requiredwill balancethe extraexpense.
DO ALL HEAT PI.JMPS
USEOUTSIDEAIR
AS TIIE IIEAT SOURCE?
No. Water is also used, although for residential
systemsair is much more predominant.Wellsand other

such sourcescan sometimesbe used, although large supplies
of water are necessary.Earth-buried coils have also been
usedbut not extremelyeffectively.
HOW OFTEN SHOILD THE REFRJGERANT
CHARGE BE CHECKED?
The refrigerant charge should probably be checked
once a year by a competentserviceman,preferablyprior to
the cooling season.A routine check of filters, belts, etc.
should also be done prior to the heating season.In general,
maintenance of a heat pump is more critical than it is for
other systems. A well maintained unit will give better
performance in terms of a higher COP and by savingmoney
in operatingcosts.
INW DO I TELL IF MY I.]NIT IS NOT WORKING?
Obvious situations are those where safety pressure
switches or circuit breakershave tripped due to high pressuresin the systemand/or compressoroverload.This may
occur when air flow is reduced due to dirty air filters or
blocked air registers. It also could be the result of a
temporary overload. If the unit repeatedly trips safety
devices,then a servicerepairmanshouldbe called.
Some thermostats include a light to indicate when
resistanceheat is being used. This is a separateindicator
from the emergency heat light. If the unit operates on
resistanceheat for long periods of time on fairly warm
days,there may be a problem with the heat pump.
A lessobvious problem is when the supply air temperatwe is either too high or too low. As discussedpreviously,
the supply air temperature will be lower than that of a
conventionalfurnace.Still, it shouldbe at least 1OoFabove
that of the space to be heated. The normal temperature
range across the indoor coil is 15o-20"F. This might be
checked by using an indoor-outdoor thermometer with the
outdoor bulb placed in the supply registerwhile the indoor
thermometer is used to measureroom temperature.The
temperature should be monitored when the resistance
heaters are not on and for a period of time to insure that
the defrost cycle is not in progress.The problem ofsupply
air temperatures which are too high is more difficult to
detect unlessthe results become apparent in terms of very
high temperaturesor the tripping of safety switches.
Another test for proper functioning of the heat pump
is to simply feel the large line coming into the inside unit.
This line should be too hot to hold on to. If it is cool, wait
at least l0 minutes and check it again as it will be cool
during the defrost cycle.

WIIAT FACTORSSHOT'LDBE CONSIDEREDIN
COMPARINGA IIEAT PI'MP TO OTHER
IIEATING SYSTEMS?
A heat
The cost of fuel is one major consideration.
pump falls somewherein the midrangSof fuel costs.At the
presenttime, naturalgaswould be cheapest,
then fuel oil,
heat pump, P g"r, and finally electric resistanceheat.
a heatpumphas
Whereelectricityis the only fuel available,
overresistance
heat.The initial equipa definiteadvantage
ment gpnerallycosts more tlran a conventionalheating
system,but the heatpumpalsoprovidesair conditioningin

the sameunit. Zone heating and night setbackof the
thermostatarenot aspracticalwith a heatpump.
Installation and maintenanceare important in the
performanceof a heatpumpsystem.If qualifiedindividuals
are not availableto install and servicethe unit, theremay
be problemslater.
A well installedand maintainedheat pump system
will be efficient and provide a clean, flamelessheat.
Particularly where electricity is the only option arailable
and/or air conditioningis desired,a heat pump appearsto
be a wisechoicefor heating.
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